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Ashtonelle Alpacas – Kathleen Mathers 
 

In the early evening of the 15th June 2015, a week or so earlier than expected, our first 
home-bred alpaca was born.  Weighing in at 9.5 kg and up on his feet and feeding more 
quickly than the textbooks suggested he was utterly adorable.  Those long skinny legs!  
That elongated neck bending under mum’s tum to suckle.  Dark mesmerising eyes.  It 
was definitely love.  A few days later a second cria arrived and over the next few 
months watching the two cria play and grow we knew that alpacas would play an ever-
increasing part in our lives.  And we wouldn’t have it any other way! 

 
In the 1980’s, as a teenager, I had owned and bred British Saanen, British Alpine and 
Angora goats.  These were all registered using the prefix ‘Ashtonelle’ that my father 
had also used as the herd prefix for his pedigree Hereford cattle.  It seemed natural and 
logical to continue to use this prefix so when we got our first pet alpaca boys in 2013 
we registered the herd prefix with the British Alpaca Society.  But deciding on what 
names to call and register our first cria wasn’t easy.  I wanted a naming ‘system’ of 
some sorts but my preferred one was to call offspring with a name beginning with the 
same letter as their mother’s name to help remember parentage etc.  The problem, 
however, was that our 4 starter girls all had names beginning with ‘s’.  So, I opted to 
start with ‘A’ and name each year’s cria with the next letter of the alphabet.  Our first 
two cria were registered Ashtonelle Atom and Ashtonelle Agatha and in 2021 we 
registered 6 cria all with names beginning with ‘G’.  My husband is driven somewhat 
crazy when we twist the rules.  For example, Ashtonelle Fiddlesticks is known as Stix on 
the farm, Ashtonelle Efficacious is known as Pinky (think ‘Lily the Pink’ by The Scaffold). 
 

Atom and Agatha – our first 
homebred cria. 



Before I go further I ought to provide some background to my personal circumstances.  
At the time alpacas first piqued my interest I was living and working in medical research 
in North London.  I knew that it would be impossible to keep alpacas in the small patch 
of garden that was just about big enough to entertain my two cats.  I think my long-
suffering husband thought my enthusiasm might wane but he patiently drove me to 
nearby alpaca farms and helped me research all things alpaca, ownership and 
husbandry requirements. 
 
In the late summer of 2013 we introduced three pet-boys – Freddie, Bob and Mondas - 
to my family home in Bangor, Co. Down.  It seemed like an ideal solution – I got a 
chance to own these wonderful animals along with an excuse to visit home and my 
parents more frequently, the alpacas would help keep the grass down in the 10-acre 
small-holding and my mum and niece were prepared to do the day-to-day husbandry.  
Of course, little did we realise how captivated we would become and the whole family 
fell in love with the new arrivals.  Within a year we got another 4 animals – all girls this 
time - and the journey really began with the arrival of Atom and Agatha as already 
described.  As the herd grew and we were travelling from London every few weeks it 
was time to make a longer-term plan.  Long story short, my husband and I have now 
relocated to Bangor and are currently, but not patiently, building a house on a 16 acre-
farm in Greyabbey where we will ultimately move most of the animals and be able to 
expand the herd and better manage pasture. 
 

 
 
At the moment we have a herd that fluctuates around 30 alpacas at any one time.  
They are all beautiful, inquisitive, entertaining and relaxing – and we simply adore 
them.  To date our breeding programme has largely had the goal of increasing the 
number of breeding females.  Of course, we want females with sound confirmation, 
proven genetics and consistent fleece qualities and statistics.  As I write this we now 

Our first boys pictured on 
their arrival to our farm in 
2013. 
 
 
Front – Mondas 
Middle – Bob 
Rear – Freddie 
 



have 16 girls – though this year 3 girls have been withdrawn from breeding due to 
patella luxation, skin problems and a second twinning pregnancy in the same female. 
In 2021, Ashtonelle Gonzo became our first 2nd generation Ashtonelle cria.   
 
Whilst we have had a limited number of females to work with we have been able to 
use stud males from across the north of Ireland to help get additional quality and 
consistency of quality into the herd.  All our homebred animals have had very fine 
fleece stats and we are already beginning to achieve a good consistency of micron 
across the fleece.  We need now to work on longer staple lengths and increasing 
density.  All this takes time!  Watch this space! 
 

Mum Mathers has always been a knitter.  At dog shows (another 
story) and extended family get togethers she is famous for always 
having a pair of needles clacking away.  It is so nice that the yarn she 
now uses is almost exclusively our own homegrown alpaca fibre.  
She was thrilled to bits to win the AAI’s Virtual Craft Competition in 
2020 with this cardigan – showing the range and beauty of some of 
the natural alpaca colours.  Having said that – mum loves colours so 
we have also been experimenting with 
mill-dyed and our own efforts at hand-
dyeing yarn.  We’ve been keen to dye 
onto fawn fleece – as there does seem 

to be a limit to how many hats, scarves, gloves and 
jumpers you can knit with brown that will be of interest to 
potential customers.  Fawn fleece seems to take reds and 
purples really well – and as part of the craft competition 
prize Olann Mill processed a fleece from Dandy, a light fawn male – into this wonderful 
unique orange/ginger colour.   

 
We have really enjoyed the annual Northern Ireland Alpaca 
Group halter shows and our homebred boys and girls have 
fared well every year.  We are determined in 2022 and beyond 
to enter more fleece shows but this means we need to be 
better at planning our fleece use and to have a less chaotic 
shearing day.  We do feel, however, that we have learnt a lot 
about fleece characteristics from processing individual fleeces 
into yarn and understanding the effect on yarn quality from 
different coloured animals and as the same animals grow older.  



The first six years of alpaca breeding were a breeze – 
twenty plus cria (albeit averaging 60% boys) without a 
hitch.  The 2021 birthing season was somewhat 
different.  After two premature births, including a full 
uterine prolapse, and a set of twins with one foetus 
aborted at 314 days and the other foetus requiring vet 
assistance to be cleansed later the same day we were 
devastated to lose our wonderful, beautiful, funny, 
charismatic Phoebe and her cria due to a uterine 
torsion in May.  She is still missed every day.  The joyful 
highs of alpaca ownership can occasionally be matched 
with some pretty awful lows. 
 
We were delighted (if a little nervous) to take part in the first ever BAS sponsored 
National Alpaca Farm Day in September 2021.  We restricted numbers due to Covid 
and parking considerations but still had more than 120 people through the door – and 
could easily have had three times that number.  The general public are definitely eager 
to come and meet alpacas and we hope to repeat the event next year and offer 
occasional experiences and visit to schools and care homes. 

With a fair wind and good luck, we hope that our house build and move to a new farm 
will be complete during 2022 – Brexit and a pandemic have made this an incredibly 
challenging time for us.  We don’t envisage ever becoming ‘large-scale’ as the unique 
individuality of alpacas is what provides us with the greatest satisfaction but we are 
looking forward to more cria every year and making sound breeding judgements to 
improve both fleece and confirmation traits. 
 

 
 


